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Abstract

This  paper  reviews  literature  on  quality  and
usability  assurance  in  open  source  software  (OSS)
development,  focusing  specifically  on  OSS  that  is
targeted  at  a large user  population,  which  does  not
consist only of OSS developers anymore. In this type of
OSS  development,  the  ‘naïve’,  non  computer
professional  users  should  be  taken  into account  and
usability  of  OSS  improved.  Furthermore,  software
quality  becomes a very relevant issue to be assured.
We contrast  OSS  literature  on  quality  and  usability
with prescriptive literatures derived from the fields of
software engineering and human computer interaction.
We present a summary of the current practices utilized
to assure  quality  and  usability  in  OSS  development,
and recommend practices to be used in this context. We
also point out limitations in the existing research and
suggest paths for future work. 

1. Introduction

In  this  paper we review literature  on quality  and
usability  assurance  in  open  source  software  (OSS)
development,  focusing  specifically  on  OSS  that  is
targeted  at  a  large  user  population,  which  does  not
consist  only of OSS developers themselves anymore.
In all,  the user  base  of  OSS is becoming larger  and
larger,  including  a  growing  number  of  non-technical
users.  In  addition,  during  recent  years  firms  have
started to consider how to gain competitive advantage
from OSS [8]. Software (SW) companies are releasing
the  source  code  of  their  commercial  products  and
participating in OSS communities developing it further
[8, 16]. OSS is, therefore, no longer developed only to
serve particular developers and their needs [8]. Instead,
there  will  be  more  and  more  users  without  deep
technical  knowledge.  That  leads  to  higher  quality
expectations than earlier, when an end-user was seen as
a co-developer tolerating crashes, hunting defects, and
fixing the code. 

In this paper it is acknowledged that the end user

population  -  including  the  ‘naïve’,  non  computer
professional  users  -  is  constantly  growing,  and
therefore usability of the OSS should be improved [2,
7, 17,  19, 22, 23]. SW quality, altogether, becomes a
very  relevant  issue  to  be  assured.  Typically  OSS
developers rely on the large user base reporting defects
and  the  existence  of  volunteering  co-developers  that
can be  compared with beta-testing.  However,  in  this
new situation, quality assurance must be done before
the SW is delivered to the end-users, who may also pay
for it and thus expect smooth operation.

Therefore, we review OSS literature on quality and
usability  assurance  and  contrast  it  with  prescriptive
usability and quality assurance literatures derived from
the  fields  of  software  engineering  (SE)  and  human
computer interaction (HCI), within which this kind of
issues have been considered as legitimate concerns for
decades.  As  a  result,  we  present  a  summary  of  the
practices  currently  utilized  to  assure  quality  and
usability in OSS development. In addition, we propose
practices  that  could  be  used to  produce high quality
and more usable OSS - especially for the non technical
users. Finally, we will also point out that the existing
research is  somewhat  limited,  and  thus suggest  new,
interesting research topics to be explored.

2. Quality Assurance in OSS Development

The  purpose  of  quality  assurance  in  SW
development is to ensure the high quality of both the
final  product  and  the  process  used  to  produce those
products.  OSS  development  seems  to  challenge
traditional ways to achieve that.

2.1 Current research and practice

There  are  many  evidences  that  OSS development
can  produce  high  quality  SW,  such  as  Linux,  and
Apache.  However,  the  outcome  of  the  OSS
development  process  depends  on  the  skills  of  the
participating developers. There is no strict process to
follow,  design  and  planning  are  rare,  development
process  is  ad  hoc  style,  and  quality  assurance
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techniques are mainly ignored, except for beta-testing
with the extension of the ability to review and fix the
actual  source  code  [24].  The  projects  have  been
successful,  because  developers  were  using  the  SW
themselves,  which  motivates  them  and  gives  them
excellent  domain  area  knowledge  [20].  It  has  been
argued  that  as  volunteering  professionals  the  OSS
developers belong to the  top five  percent  of  all SW
developers what comes to talent [9].

Typically,  there  is  a  lead  developer  or  a  small
amount of developers forming a core team that controls
the overall  architectural design and the  course of  an
OSS project  [7,  15]. Other developers  participate  by
reading the code and delivering patches, i.e. modified
source  code  extracts,  to  the  core  team  [20].  It  is
obvious  that  managing  volunteering  co-developers
without face to face contact by means of, for example,
discussion forums and email, necessitates good social
and communication skills [20].

The core team reviews patches and decides if those
are accepted. Typically the majority of  modifications
requests delivered by users are not integrated into the
product. The Apache project is an extreme example of
this,  because  every patch  is  reviewed  in  developers'
mailing list by at least the core team. [15] In general, in
OSS development it is rarely required that the all of the
code is reviewed, but instead one relies on extensive
real-world testing by users and co-developers [24].

Users’ role is to find and report defects, which are
then fixed by developers not necessarily belonging to
the core team. Fast-paced release cycle satisfies users
and  ensures  that  debugging  efforts  are  not  thrown
away.  [20]  However,  most  of  the  users  are  simply
using the application and not reviewing the code before
they  mobilize  it  [9].  Therefore,  users  are  plain  beta
testers, who can only report annoying defects, if they
have  enough interest  and feel  that  the  application is
worth it. Rarely users are skilled enough to locate the
defects  and  even  less  of  them are  able  to  fix  them.
According to Linus Law, “given a large enough beta-
tester  and  co-developer  base,  almost  every  problem
will  be  characterized quickly  and  the  fix  obvious  to
someone.”  [20]  At  the  same  time,  this  implies  the
existence  of  the  problem  in  the  application  already
employed by a large number of users.

Testing  is  very  limited  in  OSS projects.  Usually
there is no testing plan, and the test  coverage is not
addressed.  In  addition,  despite  OSS  development
seems  to  be  quite  tool-centered,  a  relative  small
number  of  projects  utilize  testing  tools.  However,
testing takes a significant portion of SW life time. [24]
That is an obvious dilemma.

Some parts of the process have widely been thought
as  mature,  such  as  configuration  management  and
project  tracking  [24].  Those  are  vital  conditions  for
projects  due  to  the  distributed  nature  of  OSS
development, and thus highly employed. On the other

hand,  those  are  also the only ways  to find historical
data  and  to  understand  rationales  of  the  selections,
since the level of other documentation is very low [24].

Another  problem  is  that  researchers  have  mostly
studied quite large and active projects (e.g. [15]), while
most of the OSS projects are small and sluggish [24]. It
is recognized that large and active user and developer
base  usually  implies  high  quality,  but  this  is  not
possible  for  all OSS projects  simply, there is not
enough developers available in the planet.

While  the  interest  in  OSS  rises,  not  all  the
assumptions  related  to  OSS  development  are  valid
anymore. There will be more and more users without
technical  background,  and  also  the  demand  of
developers increases in quantity, which inevitably leads
to decrease in quality of developers. Leaning on most
talented professionals is not possible anymore.

2.2 Recommended research and practice

As the commercial usage of OSS increases and non
technical  users  start  to  employ  OSS,  quality
expectations are much higher than earlier,  when end-
user  was  seen  as  a  co-developer  tolerating  crashes,
hunting  defects,  and  fixing  the  code.  The  quality
assurance  must  be  advanced  to  development  phase
before the product is delivered to users. Similarly, as an
increasing number of developers are taking part in OSS
development,  the  need  for  stricter  methods  and
processes becomes evident.

It is commonly believed that achieving high quality
SW products requires a precisely defined process to be
followed  in  the  production  of  the  SW.  The  more
systematic and manageable the process is,  the higher
the quality of the outcome [6].

A  number  of  models  have  been  introduced  for
evaluating,  improving  and  standardizing  the  SW
production  process,  the  most  widely  known  being
CMMI and ISO 15504. However, the most prominent
SW  process  improvement  models  have  some
deficiencies.  In  OSS  development,  the  product
lifecycle and process that is used to produce the SW is
totally different from traditional development models.
Thus, generic process improvement models cannot be
applied and even traditional, proven quality assurance
techniques are challenged by distributed development,
dynamic  instead  of  hierarchical  development  team
structures and even cultural issues. Adaptation to the
nature and philosophy of OSS development is needed.

The most effective quality assurance techniques are
testing  and  peer  reviews.  These  are  included  in
virtually all modern SW development process models
and  process  improvement  models  in some form,  but
typically  not  suitable  for  OSS  development  as  is.
However,  as  a  start  point  for  adapting  peer  review
techniques  into  OSS  development,  there  is,  for



example,  a  variety  of  modified  inspection  processes
from lightweight to strict ones (e.g. [21]), and tools to
support geographically dispersed teams [12].

In  the  area  of  testing,  more  attention  to  test
coverage must be paid. There should be adequate test
plans, using of which ensures that most of the defects
are caught before the SW is delivered to an end-user.
Also regression testing should be  used more  widely,
since OSS development is very much evolutionary in
nature. Test driven development [1] could be used to
produce  and  execute  test  cases.  As  a  code-centric
method, it is well suited for OSS development.

The  main  challenge  in  OSS  quality  assurance  is
commitment, since conventional OSS developer is not
paid  or  has  no  formal  authorities.  Typically  quality
assurance has been thought as a boring job to do, and
developers tend to pick up tasks where they can utilize
their creativity. When commercial firms are involving
in  OSS  development  with  their  high  quality
requirements,  it  is  obvious  that  there  will  be  some
developers  who  get  paid  to  perform  source  code
reviews and extensive tests.

In traditional SW development, adding developers
to late SW project makes them later [4]. OSS projects
have proven that quality assurance related tasks, such
as  reviewing,  testing  and  locating  defects,  can  be
parallelized [20]. Thus, the more reviewers and testers
a  project  has,  the  higher  quality  it  will  produce.
However,  commercially  viable  applications  targeted
for the masses cannot rely on end-users'  expertise on
that area. The quality assurance has to be implemented
as  part  of  the  actual  OSS  development  process  by
adopting established quality assurance techniques fitted
for the OSS philosophy.

3. Usability in OSS Development

Usability is an important quality characteristic of a
SW products and systems. The importance of usability
has  been  emphasized  especially  in  HCI  literature,
which is next discussed and related to the OSS context.
The  importance  of  usability  has  been  emphasized
especially in HCI literature, which is next discussed to
introduce the central concepts, and afterwards related
to the OSS context. 

3.1 Recommended research and practice

Currently a widely accepted definition of usability
defines it as ’the extent to which a product can be used
by  specified  users  to  achieve  specified  goals  with
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified
context  of  use’  [14].  Related  to  the  definition,
important  is  to  acknowledge that  usability  is  always
related to specific users, and to their specific goals and
tasks that are done in a specific context of use. User-

centered  design  (UCD),  on  the  other  hand,  is  an
approach to interactive  system development  focusing
specifically  on  making  systems  usable  [14].  In  the
standard,  UCD  is  characterized  by  its  goal  of
producing  usable  systems,  and  by  the  principles  of
active  user  participation,  appropriate  allocation  of
functions  between  users  and  technology,  iterative
design and multi-disciplinary design. [14] In addition,
the  standard  defines  a  set  of  UCD  activities  that
include planning the UCD process, understanding and
specifying  the  context  of  use,  specifying  the  user
requirements,  producing  design  solutions,  and
evaluating the designs against the requirements [14].

However,  UCD  is  a  very  vague  concept  with  a
multiplicity  of  meanings  attached  to  it.  It  has  been
analyzed as a multi-dimensional concept,  revealing a
number of dimensions of user centeredness (i.e. as user
focus,  work-centered,  user  participation  and  system
personalization,  [13]).  Different  UCD  methodologies
acknowledge  these  dimensions  to  a  different  extent.
Some of the methodologies emphasize user focus. An
ideal is that the focus is on each individual user, but
typically the focus is limited to typical, average or even
fictive  user  (see  e.g.  [5]).  Other  methodologies,
instead, emphasize users’ work practices and tasks as
the  main  point  to  first  understand  in  depth,  and
afterwards to carefully redesign (see e.g. [3]). In some
methodologies,  furthermore,  active  and  direct  user
participation has particularly been emphasized (see e.g.
[11]). Despite the differences, all these methodologies
emphasize  the  importance of  understanding the user,
his/her tasks or work practices and the context of use.
Based on the understanding, the tasks or work practices
are to be carefully redesigned. User involvement in the
design process is argued for. User feedback should be
sought early, and the design solution should be iterated
based on the user feedback.  

3.2 Current research and practice

In  the  OSS  development  literature  usability  and
UCD have been discussed to some extent.  However,
there  are  many  controversies  and  limitations  in  the
ways  these  constructs  have  been  addressed  in  the
literature  to  date.  In the  literature  search,  we  found
seven published OSS papers dealing with these issues.
We analyzed these papers to see how they approached
usability and UCD, and what kind of recommendations
they give to improve usability in OSS development. 

First  of  all,  none of  the  papers  offered any  clear
definition of usability or UCD. However, particularly
user involvement has been emphasized as an important
element  of  OSS  development.  Nevertheless,  in  OSS
development  the  distinction  between  user  and
developer is blurred; typically the developers have also
been the users of the OSS. For that reason, however,



OSS development has been argued of utilizing a truly
‘user-driven’ approach [17, 23]. Nevertheless, the OSS
community is now starting to acknowledge that ‘we are
not our users’ [10]. People are starting to acknowledge
that  from  the  point  of  view of  naïve,  ‘typical’,  non
computer  professional  users,  usability  of  the  OSS is
poor,  and  the  development  process  should  be
characterized as anything but ‘user centered’ [2, 7, 17,
19, 22, 23]. Therefore, usability is becoming a relevant
topic of research in the OSS context, even though, to
date, it has not been examined much. 

The  field of  HCI  emphasizes  the  need of  trained
usability specialists to contribute to the development.
The users can not act as usability specialists, because
they  are  not  trained  for  developing  and  ensuring
usability,  even  thought  they  encounter  the  usability
problems  while  using  the  system.  However,
problematic is that usability specialists do not typically
participate  in  the  OSS  development,  and  the  OSS
developers  do  not  have  the  knowledge  and  skills
needed. In addition, typically there are no resources for
UCD  in  OSS  development.  [2,  10,  17,  22,  23].
Furthermore,  if  usability  is  acknowledged,  this
typically happens too late in the process. Finally, no
UCD methodology is typically employed, because this
can be seen as being in contrast with the ‘open source
philosophy’;  it  is  assumed that  in  OSS development
there is no possibility for  systematic  UCD or formal
process models. [2, 10, 17, 22, 23] 

However, it is argued that there is a great potential
for  usability specialists  to start to contribute to OSS
development.  The  papers  recommend  bringing
usability specialists to OS projects and use of expert
based  evaluation  methods  [2,  17,  22,  23].  Another
solution  suggested  is  the  use  of  usability  guidelines
that outline the best practices of HCI design [2, 17].
Large corporations that  nowadays participate in OSS
development  can  provide  both  professional  usability
resources  and  HCI  guidelines  for  OSS development
[2]. Furthermore,  automatic  usability testing and bug
reporting are suggested as solutions. Typically there is
a  large  user  base  and  existing  procedures  for  bug
reporting. [2, 22, 23] Also empirical usability testing is
argued  for  [17,  22,  23].  However,  a  noteworthy
observation is that  a lot  of  UCD methods  that don’t
include real users at all are recommended. Finally, an
interesting issue to be considered is distributed UCD
for the OSS development context. In HCI, support for
this type of work has not been discussed much [17].
All  in  all,  OSS  development  is  a  new,  challenging
context to the HCI community to enter into.

4. Concluding discussion

This  paper has  reviewed literature  on quality and
usability  assurance  in  OSS  development.  The  main
results are summarized in table 1.

Table 1. Quality and usability in open source software development.

Quality Usability
Current
practice

Developers are very talented, lead developer
checks patches, users assumed to report bugs

Users assumed to report bugs and to be the
co-developers with technical background

Current
research

Status quo reports, surveys on current quality
techniques in OSS development

Very few articles published, usability and
UCD very vaguely defined

Recommended
practice

Shift to stricter quality assurance methods
and processes as commercial interest
increases and more and more developers are
participating in development, produce plans
and documents to support communication,
use inspections and reviews, pay more
attention in test coverage, test-driven
development and testing performed by
developers, not users

Understand and specify the user, his/her work
practice/tasks and the context of use, and
carefully redesign the work practice/tasks
based on the understanding, actively involve
the user, gather early user feedback and
iterate the design solution based on the user
feedback 

Recommended
research

How  to  adapt  traditional  quality  assurance
methods, such as inspections, for distributed
development and to fit the OSS philosophy?

How to adapt traditional UCD methodologies
for distributed development and to fit the
OSS philosophy? 

Typically  OSS  research  tries  to  recognize  silver
bullets of  stunningly  successful OSS development  in
order to revolutionize traditional software engineering.
We took an opposite  approach.  In our viewpoint,  as
commercial  interest  rises,  as  non-volunteer  and non-
distinguishable-talented  developers are taking part  in
OSS development,  as even  more non-technical  users

are entering into OSS world, the cornerstones of OSS
will break down. To ensure high quality and usability
in that situation, proven methods and processes must
be adapted to OSS philosophy and introduced into the
development. 

Regarding practical implications, we emphasize the
gap  that  seems to exist  between  the  current  practice



and  the  recommended  practice  outlined  in  table  1.
Clearly, there is work to be done to make usability and
quality assurance as normal part of OSS development.
Regarding  limitations  and  paths  for  future  work,
clearly more empirical research in OSS development
context  is  needed  -  particularly  qualitative  empirical
research aiming at understanding in depth the current
ways  and  challenges  involved  with  usability  and
quality assurance in OSS development. Based on that
understanding,  one  might  start  to  consider  the
adaptation of  the existing SE and HCI methods  and
processes  to  OSS  philosophy  and  to  the  distributed
environment of the OSS development. 
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